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20 July
When it comes to corporate earnings, European investors are more 
interested in what happens in Frankfurt than Athens.

Faurecia SA, Europe’s biggest maker of car interiors, is exploring a sale 
of its bumpers business, according to people familiar with the matter.

The United Nations Security Council unanimously adopted a resolution 
endorsing an agreement that places curbs on Iran’s nuclear program 
in exchange for a lifting of economic sanctions against the Islamic 
Republic.
U.S. oil fell below $50 a barrel and gold traded near a five-year low 
after a selloff that’s seen commodities slide to the lowest in 13 years. 
The dollar held gains, while most Asian shares climbed.

21 July
Where will the new leaders of Europe’s top securities firms scale back 
to increase returns? If the second quarter is any guide, their bond-
trading operations could bear the brunt.

Gambia has ramped up its abuses of human rights in the past year, 
targeting homosexuals and government opponents and their family 
members, Amnesty International said.

Asian stocks fell, with the regional benchmark index retreating 
from a two-week high, as technology-related shares declined after 
companies including Apple Inc. and Microsoft Corp. reported 
disappointing results.

Indian equity-index futures dropped as investors weighed earnings 
reports and Asian stocks retreated.

23 July
Netflix Inc. and consumers who want entertainment on the go may 
have the most to gain from a fresh wave of regulatory scrutiny of the 
pay-TV industry in Europe.

Now that Greece is eligible again for loans from the IMF, getting any 
more money from the fund may hinge on a test of wills between 
Christine Lagarde and Angela Merkel.

Sluggish international markets are damping earnings at U.S. industrials 
giants.

A private gauge of Chinese manufacturing unexpectedly fell to the 
lowest in 15 months, reinforcing the need for further policy support 
in an economy that had seen signs of stabilization recently. Regional 
stocks fell.

24 July
Reliance Industries Ltd., operator of the world’s biggest oil-refinery 
complex, will be looking to reestablish trading ties with Iran once 
sanctions are eased following the nation’s nuclear accord with world 
powers.

President Barack Obama said his administration will issue new 
regulations prohibiting almost all U.S. sales of African ivory in a bid to 
help protect elephants and other endangered species.

Gold held declines after the longest run of weekly losses since 2012 
on concern that U.S. interest rates will rise as soon as September, with 
Federal Reserve policy makers set to meet this week. Palladium rose.

Sugar output in Thailand will probably expand to a record as recent 
rain defies a strengthening El Nino to boost cane-crop growth, 
according to the Office of Cane and Sugar Board.

22 July
Roche Holding AG, the world’s biggest maker of cancer drugs, said 
first-half earnings showed little change as the Swiss franc’s strength 
and competition for ageing medicines offset a gain from new cancer 
therapies.

Greece passed a second bundle of policy measures demanded by 
the country’s European creditors as Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras urged 
lawmakers to stop the country being forced out of the euro.

King Salman of Saudi Arabia gave the U.S. defense secretary a 
conciliatory welcome to his palace, making plans to visit Washington 
and offering qualified support for the Iran nuclear accord that has 
shaken U.S. allies in the region.

The ringgit fell the most in more than two weeks as a decline in 
commodity prices erodes the outlook for Malaysia’s export earnings.
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